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STEVE CROW – SIAMESE & ALL BREEDS CC – 16th April 2023 

Many thanks to Gloria, Carmel and the club committee for the invitation to judge, this 

was my first judging engagement in Ireland since before the pandemic and it was 

great to visit again and to see everyone, not least all the lovely cats!  Many thanks to 

David Dowds who stewarded for me and was such great company during the day.   

Section 4B Grand Champion, Male:  One boy entered.  GCC.  HOWARD’S INT 

CH COCO WAVE CULT.  Black & White Cornish Rex.  18/10/2021.  Handsome 

young man, suitably mature for almost eighteen months and showing very pleasing 

type.  Long slender body is lithe and elegant, just a touch lean in the flanks but 

feeling firm and muscular and of good weight and substance, slim elegant neck, 

gently rounded chest and standing tall on slender elegant well shaped legs ending in 

compact oval feet in proportion.  Head forms balanced medium wedge of good 

proportions with high cheek-bones and good breadth to gently rounded muzzle, long 

curled whiskers and eye-brows.  Large ears are broad at the base and shaped like 

mussel-shells when viewed from the rear, set correctly high to give alert stance.  

Large rounded almond shaped eyes are held well open and set wide and almost 

straight to give typical expression.  Flat skull curves forward at the brow, profile line 

to nose is nice and straight, chin is level and of quite good depth.  Well covered with 

fine silky coat, quite dense and with gentle curl to hairs giving regular waves that I 

can easily feel on back, sides and flanks, straighter along spine-line, small waves 

across shoulders and on back of neck, ripples at tops of legs, plush lower down, neat 

ripples down throat and chest and continuing onto well covered under-parts with 

good rexing, looser waves along tail.  Shown in super good condition and well 

presented. Tail is of good shape, tapering evenly to finer tip and is just a fraction 

short to balance.  A talkative, alert and friendly boy who showed himself to 

advantage.   

Section 4B Grand Premier, Male:  One boy entered.  GPC.  MACKENZIE’’S PR 

DADDYO TALKIE TOASTER.  Chocolate Devon Rex.  14/9/2021.  Handsome boy 

suitably mature for nineteen months old and showing pleasing to very pleasing type.  

Long well-filled yet slender body is of very good weight and substance, firm and well-

muscled with broad rounded chest and slender shapely legs ending in compact oval 

paws in proportion.  Head form short broad wedge with good width to high cheeks 

and sufficient breadth to slightly pointed muzzle with whisker break and crinkly 

whiskers and eye-brows, ideally I’d like his muzzle a little stronger which may 

improve with further maturity.  Large wide based ears are of good shape, well-

spaced but I’d like them set a bit lower for perfection, some muffs at ear-bases and 

tiny tufts at tips.  Large rounded almond shaped eyes are set wide apart and at a 

slight slant to give typical “wicked” expression.  Flat skull curves forward at brow, 

quite good stop, straight nose is just short enough, and chin falls back a touch and is 

of fairly good depth.  Coat is dense but just a little long overall, very gentle curl to 
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hairs giving shallow small waves on back with some “wispy” ends, on back, sides 

and flanks, straighter along spine-line, sparse around neck, loose ripples down chest 

and on back of neck, plush across shoulders and down legs, well covered 

underparts with good rexing, very loose waves along tail.  Shown in very good 

condition and well-presented.  Tail is heavier at the base and tapers evenly to finer 

tip, length just balances.  Calm, good natured boy, very easy to handle.  He has a 

few small faults, however, overall I felt he was just worthy of the Grand certificate 

today.    

Section 5A Grand Champion, Female:  One girl entered.  GCC.  TAYLOR’S CH 

GIRONA CHERIE.  Blue Burmese.  18/10/2021.  A very attractive lady, looking 

mature at eighteen months of age, feminine and of good overall type.  Long slender 

body is balanced and of very good weight and substance, feeling firm, lithe and 

muscular with straight back, gently rounded chest and slender elegant shapely legs 

ending in neat oval feet in proportion.  Head forms short wide blunt wedge with 

slightly rounded top between well-spaced medium large broad based ears of good 

shape.  Lovely large lustrous rich golden yellow eyes are of very good shape and set 

wide apart to give typical “glowering” expression.  Gentle curve to brow, very good 

break, short straight nose and level chin is of fairly good depth.  Fine coat is medium 

in length and lies very close to the body, smooth and satin-like in texture, in super 

condition and displaying a gleaming shine.  Warm soft medium blue grey colour is 

even in tone with very attractive silvery edges to body, head, ears and limbs.  Tail 

tapers evenly to “paintbrush” tip and length just balances.  Contented, sweet natured 

lass.   

Section 5A Grand Premier, Male:  One boy entered.  GPC.  SLUITERS’ PR 

SLIABH GINHIROYUKI.  Lilac Burmese.  30/5/2020.  Handsome lad, mature, 

masculine and showing very pleasing type.  Long slender well filled body is heavy, 

firm and muscular to the touch and of very good substance, gently rounded chest 

and slender shapely legs ending in compact oval paws.  Head shows short wide 

wedge, blunt in the muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-spaced medium 

large broad based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous rich golden yellow eyes are of 

very good shape and set wide apart to give typical “glowering” expression.  Sight 

curve to brow, very good break, straight nose is short, chin is level and of fairly good 

depth.  Fine coat is of medium length, very close-lying with a smooth satiny texture, 

in very good condition and displaying a healthy shine.  Even medium dove grey 

colour is warm and has a slightly pinkish cast just visible in the hall light.  Tail is 

heavier at the base and tapers evenly to a “paintbrush” tip, length almost balances 

his long body.  A slightly nervous boy, very gentle and sweet natured.     

Cornish Rex Adult:  One boy to be considered for Best of Breed only.  BOB to 

HOWARD’S INT CH COCO WAVE CULT. 
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Sphynx Adult, Male:  One boy entered.  1CC.  PATTERSON’S ISIDA NINJA.  Black 

Self.  22/1/2022.  Handsome mature and distinctly masculine boy, well developed 

and of pleasing to very pleasing type.  Balanced slender body is of very good weight 

and substance, firm and muscular to the touch with broad rounded chest, rounded 

rump and elegant well-shaped slender legs ending in compact oval feet with long 

toes and cushion pads.  Head shows modified wedge with rounded contours and 

prominent cheekbones, good breadth and strength to muzzle showing defined 

whisker break and firm prominent pads.  Large wide based ears of good shape are 

correctly spaced and set in an alert stance.  Lustrous lemon shaped eyes are just 

large enough and are set wide apart and at a slight slant to give typical expression 

when he settled and opened them fully.  His eyes were a little watery today, perhaps 

in reaction to something in the atmosphere of the show hall.  In profile has flat 

forehead, slight break, chin is almost level, just rounds back slightly and is of fairly 

good depth.  Well covered in fine down, even with good resilient texture of chamois 

leather, small bald spot on shoulder, slightly longer fine down on backs of ears and 

up bridge of nose.  In good condition but overall his skin shows more wrinkling than I 

like to see, particularly on his brow and face and around his neck and shoulders.  

Prehensile tail is of good shape and length just balances.  Contented, friendly boy, 

very good natured.     

Sphynx Adult, Female:  Two girls entered.  1CC & BOB.  SIPAILIENE’S SKINDEX 

KONA.  Black & White Bi-colour.  1/7/2022.  Attractive and feminine young lady, 

looking mature and well developed for almost ten months and showing very pleasing 

type.  Long slender body is balanced and of very good weight and substance, feeling 

firm and muscular with rounded rump, broad gently rounded chest and slender 

elegant well-shaped legs ending in neat oval feet with long toes and cushion pads.  

Head shows modified wedge with high prominent cheek-bones and good breadth to 

gently rounded muzzle showing whisker break and firm slightly prominent whisker-

pads.  Large broad based ears are of good shape, well-spaced and of correct 

placement.  Large lustrous rich yellow eyes are shaped like lemons and are set wide 

apart and at a slight slant to give typical “intense” expression.  Flat brow, very slight 

break, straight nose and level chin of fairly good depth.  Fine down on body is even 

and gives the overall feeling of soft chamois leather, slightly longer fine fur up bridge 

of nose and also on backs of ears; frown lines on forehead, skin on body is tight and 

healthy with few wrinkles.  In super condition, clean and well presented.  Prehensile 

tail is of good shape and length just balances. Shy, gentle and very sweet natured.  

2.  KORNAT’S MAOL AMIDALA NOIR.  Tonkinese Brown.  1/7/2022.  Attractive 

feminine girl looking quite mature at almost ten months old and showing pleasing to 

very pleasing type.  Slender long body is of very good weight and substance and 

feels firm and muscular with rounded rump, broad rounded chest and slim elegant 

well-shaped legs ending in neat oval feet with long toes and cushion pads.  Head 

shows modified wedge with rounded contours, good width to high prominent cheek-

bones and breadth to gently rounded muzzle with whisker break and firm, slightly 
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prominent whisker-pads.  Large wide based ears are of good shape, well-spaced 

and of correct placement.  Large lustrous palish blue eyes are lemon-shaped and set 

wide apart and at a slight slant to give typical “intense” expression.  Flat brow, very 

slight break that I could just feel, chin is just level and of reasonably good depth.  

Fine down on body is even and has the resistent texture of peach skin, clean and 

well prepared, fine slightly longer fur up bridge of nose and a little onto her whisker-

pads, also on backs of ears; very slightly longer fine fur up hocks and a some sparse 

fur on lower flanks .  Worry lines on brow.  Shown in good condition and well 

presented.  Prehensile tail is of good shape and length is just short to balance.  

Another shy girl, very gentle and good natured. 

Devon Rex Neuter, Male:  One boy to be considered for Best of Breed only.  BOB 

to MACKENZIE’’S PR DADDYO TALKIE TOASTER.   

Devon Rex Neuter, Female:  One girl entered.  1PC. DADDYO THREE PATCH 

PROBLEM.  Blue Tortie Smoke.  24/5/2013.  Mature lass, feminine and showing 

moderately pleasing type.  Long slender well-filled body is of good medium size, firm 

and muscular and of good weight and substance with broad rounded chest and 

slender elegant well-shaped legs ending in neat oval paws in proportion.  Head 

forms short broad wedge, good width to high cheeks and fairly good breadth to 

slightly pointed muzzle, which I’d like a little stronger and gently rounded, showing 

moderately defined whisker break and short stubby whiskers.  Ears are fairly large, 

broad at the base and of quite good shape, spaced well apart, but should be set 

lower, short muffs and tiny tufts at tips.  Large expressive rounded almond shaped 

eyes set wide apart and at a slight slant.  Flat skull curves forward at brow, quite 

good stop, nose is short enough and has a slight bump; chin is just level and of fairly 

good depth.  Well covered in fine slightly long coat, hairs have a very gentle curl 

giving loose slightly untidy waves I can just feel on her back, sides and flanks, rexing 

on head, very loose ripples on back of neck, plush across shoulders tighter ripples 

down chest and tops of legs, well covered underparts with loose ripples, looser 

waves along tail.  Presented in very good condition for almost ten years old, I was 

content to forgive her slightly open coat texture because of her age, she was well 

presented with a healthy sheen to her coat. Tail is heavier at the base and of good 

shape, tapering evenly to tip, length just balances.  I’d like a stronger muzzle and 

larger, lower set ears, but felt her just worthy of the PC today.   

Egyptian Mau Adult:  One girl entered.  1CC & BOB.  ERVINE’S ACCLAIM 

IRRESISTIBLE IVY.  Silver.  29/9/2019.  Mature attractive girl, feminine and of very 

pleasing type.  Long very well filled body is bordering on plump, of very good weight 

and substance and feeling solid and well-muscled, but she would be better balanced 

if she lost a pound or two, gently rounded chest and slender elegant well-shaped 

legs ending in neat rounded paws in proportion.  Head forms balanced moderate 

wedge of good proportions with slightly rounded contours, good width to cheeks and 
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sufficient breadth and strength to gently rounded muzzle, nose is of uniform width.  

Medium to medium large ears are broad at the base and of good shape, spaced well 

apart and cupped slightly forward to give alert stance when she is settled and 

attentive.  Large lustrous rounded almond shaped eyes are clear gooseberry green 

in colour and set wide apart under level brows to give typical “worried expression”.  

In profile has gentle curve to brow, slight dip in profile line to nose, chin is level and 

of fairly good depth.  Fine close-lying coat has quite short with good density and a 

smooth resilient texture evident along back and sides, in super condition with a 

glossy shine.  Defined pattern of plentiful smallish charcoal coloured spots is evenly 

distributed and contrasts against a sparkling silver agouti ground, spine-line is quite 

well-broken, spots are slightly less defined along sides of body, necklace is broken, 

bars and spots on legs and broken rings on tail.  “M” and complex scarab on 

forehead, lines over head breaking into rows of tiny spots down back of her neck, 

dark eye-liner and defined pencilling on cheeks.  Tail is heavier at the base and 

tapers evenly to rounded tip, length is short to balance plump body.  Good natured, 

contented and easy to handle.   

Sphynx Kitten:  One boy entered.  1 & BOB.  PATTERSON’S DESHABILLES 

MOSES.  Odd-eyed Blue & White.  29/9/2022.  Handsome baby boy who is well-

grown for almost five months old and shows very pleasing type.  Slender long lithe 

body is of good size and very good weight and substance, feeling firm and muscular 

with broad gently rounded chest and slender elegant well-shaped legs ending in 

compact oval feet with long elegant toes and cushion pads.  Head forms modified 

wedge o good proportions with rounded contours, good width to high prominent 

cheek-bones and breadth and strength to gently rounded muzzle, firm slightly 

prominent whisker-pads. Large wide-based ears are of good shape, well-spaced and 

of correct placement.  Large lustrous lemon-shaped eyes, one deep blue and one 

clear green, are set wide apart and at a slight slant to give typical “intense” 

expression.  Flat brow, very slight break which I can only just feel, straight nose, chin 

is just level and of reasonably good depth.  Clean even down with good peach-skin 

texture, slightly longer fine fur on nose up to bridge and just a hint on whisker-pads, 

dusting of fine fur on ear-backs.  Frown lines on forehead, tight clean healthy skin on 

body, limbs and tail, in super condition and very well presented.  Prehensile tail is of 

good shape and length balances nicely.  Lively playful and very friendly boy, who 

showed himself well.     

Blue Burmese Adult:  One girl entered, plus one girl to be considered for Best of 

Breed only.  1CC.  REDMOND’S JOYEUX DREAMCATCHER.  13/4/2022.  Pretty 

young lady who is developing well but still looks a little adolescent, showing pleasing 

type.  Slender long body is of medium size and of good weight and substance for 

size and feeling firm and well-muscled, straight back, gently rounded chest and 

slender well-shaped legs ending in neat oval paws.  Head shows short wide wedge, 

blunt in the muzzle with slightly rounded top between medium large broad based 
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ears are of good shape.  Large lustrous rich warm chartreuse yellow eyes are of very 

good shape and set wide apart to give typical Burmese expression.  Gentle curve to 

brow, very good break, short straight nose, chin is level and of fairly good depth.  

Coat is fine, a touch long on the back but lies close to the body with a satiny texture 

when stroked down.  Soft warm medium blue grey colour is even in tone with good 

silvery edges to head, ears and limbs.  Tail is heavier at the base and tapers evenly 

to rounded tip, length just balances.  Lively, affectionate girl, on the edge of calling 

today.  BOB to TAYLOR’S CH GIRONA CHERIE. 

Chocolate Burmese Adult, Male:  One boy entered.  1CC PATIENCE’S JANAGAR 

TREASURE.  15/4/2022. Handsome young lad, looking mature for his age, 

masculine and of pleasing to very pleasing type.  Long slender well-filled body is of 

good size and weight at one year old, feeling firm and muscular and of good 

substance.  Straight back, gently rounded chest and slender well-shaped limbs 

ending in compact oval paws.  Head shows short wide wedge, blunt in the muzzle 

which is of sufficient breadth, but I’d like just a little stronger, slightly rounded top 

between well-spaced medium large ears of good shape.  Large lustrous rich golden 

yellow eyes are of very good shape and set wide apart to give typical Burmese 

expression when he his relaxed and settled.  Slight curve to brow, good break; nose 

is straight and short enough, chin is just level and of fairly good depth.  Fine coat is 

of medium length, a touch long along the back but lies close to the body and has a 

smooth satiny texture, in very good condition with a healthy shine.  Warm even 

medium milk chocolate is rich in tone.  Tail is slightly thick at the base and tapers 

evenly to rounded tip, length is a fraction short to balance.  Very nervous today and 

wanted to hide under his blankets, it took time to get him to relax and show himself 

to best advantage.  

Chocolate Burmese Adult, Female:  One girl present.  1CC & BOB.  REDMOND’S 

JOYEUX GILDED GLAMOUR.  6/4/2022.  Pretty young lady, just one year old and 

maturing well, feminine and of very pleasing type. Slender balanced body is of 

medium size and very good weight, feeling firm, lithe and muscular with very good 

substance with straight back, gently rounded chest and slender well-shaped limbs 

ending in neat oval feet in proportion.  Head shows short wide wedge, blunt in the 

muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-spaced medium to medium large 

broad based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous eyes are a rich deep golden colour 

and are of very good shape and set to give typical “glowering” expression.  Gentle 

curve to brow, very good break; short nose is Roman in shape, level chin is of fairly 

good depth.  Fine coat is of medium length, a touch long on the back but lies close 

and has a smooth satiny texture, in super condition with a gleaming shine.  Rich 

warm medium milk chocolate colour is even in tone.  Tail is a little thick in shape 

overall, tapering evenly to rounded tip and length almost balances.  Sweet natured 

girl who showed well.   
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Lilac Burmese Adult:  One boy entered.  1CC & BOB.  STEELE’S RAINSONG 

PLATINUM JUBILEE.  5/2/2022.  Large handsome lad, looking mature and very 

masculine for almost fifteen months with well-developed jowls, showing pleasing 

type.  Long well filled slender body is of very good weight and substance, firm and 

muscular to the touch with gently rounded chest and slender shapely legs ending in 

compact oval paws in proportion.  Head shows short wide wedge, blunt in the 

muzzle with slightly rounded top and well-spaced medium large broad based ears of 

good shape.  Large expressive warm chartreuse yellow eyes are of very good shape 

and set wide apart, but it needed some time to get him to open them fully.  Slight 

curve to brow, a little heavy over the eyes, good break, short nose is straight, chin is 

level and of fairly good depth.  Fine coat is of medium length, a touch long on the 

back but close-lying with a good texture overall, although just a little dry on his lower 

back.  In very good condition with a healthy sheen.  Warm darkish dove grey colour 

is even in tone, I couldn’t really see any pinkish tone in the hall light, but good frosted 

effect to head, ears and limbs.  Tail is heavy at the base and tapers evenly to 

“paintbrush” tip and length just about balances.  Calm, good natured and easy to 

handle, his coat texture could be better but he is probably a working boy so I was 

prepared to forgive this to some extent.       

Red Burmese Adult:  One boy entered. 1CC & BOB.  REDMOND’S GIRONA 

BARNABY.  12/11/2021.  Handsome young man, still maturing but developing well, 

looking masculine and of pleasing type.  Long slender lithe body is of very good 

weight and substance, firm and muscular to the touch with straight back, gently 

rounded chest and slender shapely limbs ending in compact oval paws in proportion.  

Head shows short wide wedge, muzzle is blunt and of sufficient breadth but I’d like a 

bit more strength here, slightly rounded top between well-spaced medium large 

broad based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous warm golden yellow eyes are of 

very good shape and set wide apart to give typical expression.  Gentle curve to 

brow, good break, nose is short enough and leather falls away at the tip, chin is level 

and of reasonably good depth.  Coat is of medium length, fine and close-lying with a 

smooth satiny texture, in very good condition with a glossy shine.  Warm rich 

medium tangerine colour is even in tone, very faint smudges on knees, but otherwise 

almost clear of marks.  Tail is a little thick at the base and tapers evenly to rounded 

tip, length just balances.  A lively boy, a bit up on his toes today and excitable, but 

handled OK for a short time but then became a little upset. 

Cream Burmese Adult:  One girl entered.  1CC & BOB.  STEELE’S RAINSONG 

AURELIA.  5/5/2022.  Pretty girl, very feminine in appearance but rather small for 

almost twelve months of age, and retaining a slightly kittenish look at present, of 

pleasing to very pleasing type.  Slender lithe body is of good weigh for size, of good 

substance and feeling firm and well-muscled with straight back, gently rounded chest 

and slim elegant well shaped legs ending in neat oval feet in proportion.  Head 
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shows short wide wedge, blunt in the muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-

spaced medium large broad- based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous rich golden 

yellow eyes are of very good shape and set wide apart to give typical Burmese 

expression.  Slight curve to brow, very good break, short straight nose, chin is level 

and of fairly good depth.  Fine coat is of medium length and lies close to the body, 

texture is just a little soft and open in places.  Shown in very good condition with a 

healthy sheen.  Rich slightly dark cream is even in tone, powdering visible on head 

and ears and across shoulders, faint smudges on knees and elbows, faint broken 

necklace and very faint broken rings on tail.  Tail tapers evenly to “paintbrush” tip 

and length almost balances. A slightly shy girl, gentle and sweet natured.  I was very 

much in two minds about awarding the certificate today, in the end I was generous 

and did so, I hope she grows and matures some more as she ages.   

Brown Tortoiseshell Burmese Adult:  One girl entered.  1CC & BOB.  

PATIENCE’S GIRONA SATINE.  23/6/2020.  Stylish girl, mature and feminine and of 

good overall type.  Long slender lithe body is balanced and of very good weight and 

substance, feeling firm and muscular with straight back, correctly rounded chest and 

slender well-shaped legs ending in neat oval paws in proportion.  Head forms short 

wide wedge, blunt in the muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-spaced 

medium large broad based ears of good shape.  Lovely large lustrous warm rich 

clear yellow eyes are of very good shape and set wide apart to give typical 

“glowering” expression.  Very gentle curve to brow, very good break, short nose is 

straight, chin is level and of quite good depth.  Fine coat is quite short, very close-

lying and feeling smooth and satin-like, in super condition and displaying a glossy 

shine.  Rich warm seal brown is mingled with warm bright medium tangerine.  Tail 

tapers evenly to “paintbrush” tip and length just balances.  Very affectionate, on the 

edge of calling today very demanding of attention. 

AOC Tortoiseshell Burmese Adult:  One girl entered.  1CC & BOB.  PATIENCE’S 

BABUSHKA.  Chocolate Tortie.  31/5/2020.  Charming mature lass of very pleasing 

type.  Slender lithe body is well-filled and of very good weight, feeling firm, muscular 

and of good substance with straight back, gently rounded chest and slender elegant 

well-shaped legs ending in neat oval feet.  Head shows short wide wedge, blunt in 

the muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-spaced medium to medium large 

ears, which are broad at the base and of good shape.  Large lustrous palish yellow 

chartreuse eyes are of very good shape and set wide apart to give typical Burmese 

expression.  Gentle curve to brow, very good break, straight nose is short, chin is 

level and of fairly good depth.  Fine coat is of medium length, a touch long on the 

back, but close-lying with a smooth satiny in texture, in super condition with a 

gleaming shine.  Warm rich medium milk chocolate in intermingled with warm pale to 

medium tangerine.  Tail tapers evenly to “paintbrush” tip and length is a fraction short 

to balance.  Contented and affectionate girl. 
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Asian Tabby Kitten:  One girl entered.  1 & BOB.  STEELE’S LUXDON MADAME 

MAYHEM.  Black Tortie Ticked Tabby.  17/10/2022. Very pretty baby girl, very 

feminine and of very pleasing type.  Slender lithe body is of good medium size for 

almost six months old, I’d like her a little heavier for her size, although she is of quite 

good substance, feeling firm and well-muscled with straight back, gently rounded 

chest and slender elegant well-shaped legs ending in neat oval feet.  Head forms 

short wide wedge, blunt in the muzzle with gently rounded top between well-spaced 

medium large broad based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous slightly muddy deep 

yellow eyes are of very good shape and set wide to give typical expression.  Gentle 

curve to brow, very good break, short straight nose, chin is just level and of fairly 

good depth.  Fine medium coat has a well-developed texture for her age, lying close 

with a smooth satiny feel, in very good condition with a glossy shine.  Well defined 

even ticking of good depth in jet black is intermingled with areas of rich bright warm 

red, very good pattern and colours, narrow bars on legs, broken necklace, “M” and 

skullcap of forehead, mascara effect to eyes and very attractive facial markings, 

“thumb-prints” on back of ears.  Tail tapers evenly to “paintbrush” tip and length just 

balances.  Playful and very sweet natured girl, she needs to bulk up and gain more 

weight as she matures, but a promising kitten.   

Lilac Burmese Neuter:  One boy to be considered for Best of Breed only.  BOB to 

SLUITERS’ PR SLIABH GINHIROYUKI.   

Brown Tortoiseshell Burmese Neuter:  One girl entered.  1PC & BOB.  TAYLOR’S 

CH BACKCHAT NIFTY NUTMEG.  26/9/2018.  Mature attractive girl of pleasing 

type.  Very well filled body is bordering on slightly plump, of very good weight and 

substance and feeling solid and muscular, straight back, gently rounded chest and 

slender shapely legs ending in neat oval feet in proportion.  Head shows short wide 

wedge quite blunt in the muzzle with slightly rounded top between well-spaced 

medium to medium large broad based ears of good shape.  Large lustrous palish 

chartreuse eyes are of very good shape and set wide apart to give typical Burmese 

expression.  Slight curve to brow, good break; straight nose is quite short, chin 

recedes very slightly and is of reasonable depth.  Fine close-lying coat is of medium 

length with a smooth satiny texture, in super condition with a healthy shine.  Warm 

seal brown is mixed with warm pale to medium tangerine.  Tail tapers evenly to a 

“paintbrush” tip and length almost balances slightly plump body.  A shy and nervous 

girl, she was on the end of the row which I think accounted for her nerves, very good 

natured.   

Breeders AOV Section 3 Adult:  One girl entered.  1.  HILL’S ASTRALCHARM 

PINKY PROMISE.  Lilac & White Bi-colour BLH.  1/4/2022.   

Breeders Burmese Adult:  Two girls entered.  1.  REDMOND’S JOYEUX 

DREAMCATCHER.  2.  REDMOND’S JOYEUX GILDED GLAMOUR. 
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Section 3 – 6 Limit Adult:  Three boys present.  1.  KIRNAJA’S TEDDY BRITS 

FRANKLIN.  Blue BSH.  15/4/2020.  2.  STEELE’S RAINSONG PLATINUM 

JUBILEE.  3.  REDMOND’S GIRONA BARNABY. 

Breeders Section 4 Kitten:  One boy entered.  1.  PATTERSON’S DESHABILLES 

MOSES. 

AV Section 3-4 Non Breeders Kitten:  Two girls entered.  1.  O’NEILL’S ACCLAIM 

ZELDA.  Blue-Cream BSH. 17/11/2022.  2.  KEHOE’S FEDERICA OF LAST HOPE.  

Blue BSH.  4/9/2022. 

AV Section 5-6 Debutante Kitten:  One girl entered.  1.  STEELE’S LUXDON 

MADAME MAYHEM. 

AV Section 3-6 Male Kitten:  One boy entered.  1.  HEALY’S FURRYBLISSLOVE 

ARAMIS.  Golden Ticked Tabby BLH.  4/12/2022.   

AV Section 3-6 Female Kitten:  Four girls entered.  1.  SLABODICA’S IRESYMBR 

ACE.  Blue BSH.  11/9/2022.  2.  SLABODICA’S IRESYMBR ABBY.  Blue BSH.  

11/9/2022.  3.  KIRNAJA’S FURRYBLISSLOVE ALISIA.  Golden Ticked Tabby BLH.  

4/12/2022.  4.  KIRNAJA’S FURRYBLISSLOVE AGLAYA.  Lilac Colourpointed BSH.  

4/12/2022.   

Breeders Burmese Neuter:  One girl entered.  1.  TAYLOR’S CH BACKCHAT 

NIFTY NUTMEG. 

 

 

 

 


